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Designing Paraguay highlights emerging talent in Paraguay, 

young men and women who are lighting the way for future 

innovations in the creative industries. Here, we showcase 

Paraguayan innovation across a variety of disciplines. �e 

exhibition represents a shift away from traditional craft, but 

also a recognition of the importance of local knowledge and 

culture applied to globally-minded creative products. 

Paraguay – a small, landlocked country sometimes referred 

to as the heart of South America – is known for its rolling 

landscape, dense jungle, and the importance of its two 

principal waterways: the Paraguay and Parana rivers. �e 

country is thoroughly bilingual – both in culture and in 

language – as the indigenous Guarani culture is part of 

Paraguayan daily life and both Spanish and Guarani are the 

o�cial languages. 

As Paraguay looks ahead into the future, it is moving away 

from an agricultural and industrial economy toward a more 

competitive global, knowledge-based economy. One such 

area of growth is the cultural and creative industries – those 

endeavors that lie at the crossroads of art, design, culture, 

business, and technology – which represents about 6.1% of 

the world’s GDP. While the country has experienced an 

average growth rate of 4.8% annually from 2005-2016, this 

is mostly credited to agricultural and commodity exports. 

Creativity, as the driver of innovation, may in fact contribute 

to signi�cant economic diversi�cation. 

�is exhibition aims to disrupt our perception of Paraguay 

so that we may discover the diversity of its talent and the 

potential global impact of its creative output. �e voices that 

are emerging onto the international scene are highlighted 

here with work that draws inspiration from rich and unique 

cultural traditions and holds the promise of boosting growth 

and improving the lives of millions of Paraguayans. 

Diseñando Paraguay destaca el talento emergente en Paraguay, protagonizado por jóvenes que están alumbrando el 

camino hacia futuras innovaciones en las industrias creativas. En esta ocasión presentamos la innovación paraguaya 

en una variedad de disciplinas. La exposición marca un giro de la artesanía tradicional, sin desconocer la importancia 

de aplicar la sabiduría y la cultura local a los productos creativos con una perspectiva global. 

Paraguay, un país coloquialmente conocido como el corazón de América del Sur, se caracteriza por su paisaje 

ondulado, sus frondosas selvas y la importancia de sus principales vías �uviales: los ríos Paraguay y Paraná. El país es 

completamente bilingüe, ya que la cultura indígena es parte de la vida diaria de Paraguay, cuyos idiomas o�ciales son 

el español y el guaraní. 

Mirando al futuro, Paraguay transita de un modelo agroindustrial hacia una economía más competitiva y basada en 

el conocimiento. Una de las áreas de crecimiento son las industrias culturales y creativas, los emprendimientos en la 

intersección del arte, el diseño, la cultura, los negocios y la tecnología, que representan aproximadamente 6,1% del 

PIB mundial. Si bien el país experimentó una tasa de crecimiento promedio de 4,8% entre 2005 y 2016, esa bonanza 

se atribuye principalmente a las exportaciones de materias primas. Como motor de la innovación, la creatividad 

puede contribuir a una signi�cativa diversi�cación económica.

 

Esta muestra aspira a cambiar nuestra percepción de Paraguay para que podamos descubrir la diversidad de su talento 

y el potencial impacto de su producción creativa. Las voces que están emergiendo en la escena internacional se 

destacan en este espacio con obras que se inspiran en tradiciones culturales ricas y únicas, y que prometen impulsar 

el crecimiento y mejorar las vidas de millones de paraguayos. 
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Designing Paraguay highlights emerging talent in Paraguay, young men and women 

who are lighting the way for future innovations in the creative industries. Here, we 

showcase Paraguayan innovation across a variety of disciplines. The exhibition represents 

a shift away from traditional craft, but also a recognition of the importance of local 

knowledge and culture applied to globally-minded creative products. 

Paraguay – a small, landlocked country sometimes referred to as the heart of South 

America – is known for its rolling landscape, dense jungle, and the importance of its two 

principal waterways: the Paraguay and Parana rivers. The country is thoroughly bilingual 

– both in culture and in language – as the indigenous Guarani culture is part 

of Paraguayan daily life and both Spanish and Guarani are the official languages. 

As Paraguay looks ahead into the future, it is moving away from an agricultural and 

industrial economy toward a more competitive global, knowledge-based economy. One 

such area of growth is the cultural and creative industries – those endeavors that lie at 
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the crossroads of art, design, culture, business, and technology – which represents about 

6.1% of the world’s GDP. While the country has experienced an average growth rate of 

4.8% annually from 2005-2016, this is mostly credited to agricultural and commodity 

exports. Creativity, as the driver of innovation, may in fact contribute to significant 

economic diversification. 

This exhibition aims to disrupt our perception of Paraguay so that we may discover the 

diversity of its talent and the potential global impact of its creative output. The voices 

that are emerging onto the international scene are highlighted here with work that 

draws inspiration from rich and unique cultural traditions and holds the promise of 

boosting growth and improving the lives of millions of Paraguayans. 



Diseñando Paraguay destaca el talento emergente en Paraguay, protagonizado por 

jóvenes que están alumbrando el camino hacia futuras innovaciones en las industrias 

creativas. En esta ocasión presentamos la innovación paraguaya en una variedad de 

disciplinas. La exposición marca un giro de la artesanía tradicional, sin desconocer la 

importancia de aplicar la sabiduría y la cultura local a los productos creativos con una 

perspectiva global. 

Paraguay, un país coloquialmente conocido como el corazón de América del Sur, 

se caracteriza por su paisaje ondulado, sus frondosas selvas y la importancia de sus 

principales vías fluviales: los ríos Paraguay y Paraná. El país es completamente bilingüe, 

ya que la cultura indígena es parte de la vida diaria de Paraguay, cuyos idiomas oficiales 

son el español y el guaraní. 

Mirando al futuro, Paraguay transita de un modelo agroindustrial hacia una economía 

más competitiva y basada en el conocimiento. Una de las áreas de crecimiento son 
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las industrias culturales y creativas, los emprendimientos en la intersección del arte, 

el diseño, la cultura, los negocios y la tecnología, que representan aproximadamente 

6,1% del PIB mundial. Si bien el país experimentó una tasa de crecimiento promedio 

de 4,8% entre 2005 y 2016, esa bonanza se atribuye principalmente a las exportaciones 

de materias primas. Como motor de la innovación, la creatividad puede contribuir a una 

significativa diversificación económica. 

Esta muestra aspira a cambiar nuestra percepción de Paraguay para que podamos 

descubrir la diversidad de su talento y el potencial impacto de su producción creativa. Las 

voces que están emergiendo en la escena internacional se destacan en este espacio con 

obras que se inspiran en tradiciones culturales ricas y únicas, y que prometen impulsar el 

crecimiento y mejorar las vidas de millones de paraguayos. 



Ñemoha´angahai Paraguái omotenonde pe katupyry heñói mbarete porâva Paraguáipe, 

kuimba´e ha kuñataÏ mavakuéra oipe´áva tape tenonderâme apopy japópe. Kóva ko 

árape romoğuahê ñembopyahu Paraguáipe hetaichagua mba´épe. Tembiechauka 

moha´anga mombyrykue tembiapojegua ha avei peteî jehechakuaa mba´eguasu reko 

mba´ekuaa arupigua uvei arandukuaa ñeme´êva tembiapo apohárape tenonderâ ndive 

oñembojojáva arapýre.

Paraguái- peteî tetâ michîva, sê ŷva para yguasúre, ojekuaáva korasǒ Amérika yvypegua- 

Ojehecha ipype ñupyso apopê, iñypytû ka´aguy ha mba´eguasu reko mokǒi tenondegua 

ysyry osyryrýva: Ysyry Paraguái ha ysyry Paraná. Paraguái ha´e tetâ hembikuaa arandu 

hetáva ha iñe´ê mokǒiva- Arandukuaa ypykue avañe´ê ha´e tekove jehasáva ára ha ára 

Paraguaigua, iñe´ê mokǒiva Castellano ha Guarani.

Péicha Paraguái oma´êvo tenonderâme oñemomombyry mba´eñongatu ñemitŷ 

rehegua ha apopyre, pe mba´eñongatupy ára pavê rehegua gotyo, hetave akârapu´â 
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tenonderâme mba´ekuaa oguerekóta. Pe jekakuaápe oî ñemopu´â apopygua, 

arandukuaa ha apoha. Ko´â moñepyrû ojetopa hyepýpe tembiapo porâ, ta´anga, 

arandukuaa, ñemuha ha mba´aporekokuaa-Ohechaukáva ñemoaguî 6,1% PIB pegua 

arapy. Péicha añete ko tetâ oñandu hembiasa hetáva, peteî tepy akârapu´â rehegua ary 

mbyte 4,8% pe 2005 ha 2016 apytépe, â omboja ñepyrûháme ñemondo tembiechauka 

ñemitŷ rehegua ha tembiapokue ojejapóva. Apohára, momyiháicha ñembopyahume, 

ikatu omoirû ambue mba´eñongatupy iporâvévape.

Ko tembiecharâ ojokase ñane ñeñandu Paraguaigua ikatu hağuáicha ojuhu opaichagua 

katupyry ha ikatúva oiko pe jejapi iporâveháicha arapy gotyo tembiapokue apoharagua. 

Sapukaijoa heñóiva oñeñandu ha ojehecháva heta tetâ rehegua, oñemotenondéva 

ko pa´û apopyre ndive iñapytu´û roky rehe arandu ymaguare imba´ehetáre ha peteî 

añónteva, oñeme´ê momýi jekakuaa ha ñemoporâve pe tekove oî porâ hağuáicha heta 

sua paraguajokueragua.



Ilse Jara
1. Tyvyta (Eyebrow | Cejas)
Jara’s pieces explore the multidimensional aspects of the Ñandutí lace, 

attempting to deconstruct its motifs and experiment with the curvature of the 

Ñandutí’s structure. In her work, she takes these patterns apart and rebuilds 

them in threads with the use of laser cutting techniques. �is tulle dress features 

a �tted, handcrafted bodice and voluminous skirt based on a Ñandutí stitch that 

makes use of semi-circular, eyebrow-shaped lines to create a wave-like e�ect.

2. Aguape (Water Lily | Camalote)
�is laser-cut leather cape with a silk crepe bodice was inspired by a 

Ñandutí pattern that evokes a waterfall, using repetition and gradation to 

create movement. �e use of contrasting materials such as silk and leather 

within the same piece create a thoughtful play between strength and delicacy. 

Iciar Bravo
3. Hundred and One Folds
Bravo’s work takes elements from the geometry of the Ñandutí’s structure, 

eliminating curves and playing with its straight lines through the use of folding, 

shaping and complex pattern cutting techniques. �is three-piece suit continues 

Bravo’s exploration of the geometric structure of Ñandutí and aims to create 

contrasting textures, both at a visual and tactile level.

Astrid Poletti
4. Anat (Shoulderpads | Hombreras)
Poletti uses the Ñandutí’s shape as the core of her sterling silver �ligree pieces, 

all of which take its cue from her signature themes of femininity and sensuality. 

Each piece is a “body installation” that emphasizes the female shape. 

Lucia Ferres
5. Sarinda 
Ferres’ work explores the sensations of being enveloped by spider webs. She 

takes elements from the Ñandutí’s construction and plays with volume by 

draping and using pleats to achieve the e�ect of layers upon the body and an 

almost otherworldly, ethereal beauty. �is dress, named for an ant-like spider 

found in South America, also explores the wave-like progression found in the 

design of the Ñandutí lace.

6. Neonella 
Neonella is the spider genus of the Salticidae family - the Jumping Spider. �is 

bi-color, pleated dress explores the theme of metamorphosis, as the wearer - in 

nude - is taken over by the spider’s black web.

from front to back

Fashion Design   Diseño de moda   Ta´angahai ñemonde âgagua rehegua

Yanina Aubrey (Fashion Curator)
Ñandutí: Beyond the Layers, 2016
Fashion installation and graphic video display

Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse in�uences 

that converge in Paraguay's contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation that these four young designers aim 

to showcase here, through their personal exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which is not only still 

handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan craft tradition.

�ese designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while also examining its symbolic dimension. �ey have done so 

by studying the Ñandutí's geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic signi�cance, and each designer has chosen to focus on a di�erent element. Hence, 

collectively highlighting their own preoccupations with design, aesthetics and the world at-large. 

�e di�erent pieces selected here take us into an intimate journey inside Paraguay’s craft tradition and its design future. A journey where each piece 

tells its own unique story and each story, in turn, weaves itself into the evolving narrative of craft and design in contemporary Paraguay.

-Yanina Aubrey
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Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging 

fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse influences that converge in Paraguay’s 

contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation 

that these four young designers aim to showcase here, through their personal 

exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which 

is not only still handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan 

craft tradition.

These designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while 

also examining its symbolic dimension. They have done so by studying the Ñandutí’s 

geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic significance, and each designer has chosen to 

focus on a different element. Hence, collectively highlighting their own preoccupations 

with design, aesthetics and the world at-large. 

The different pieces selected here take us into an intimate journey inside Paraguay’s craft 

tradition and its design future. A journey where each piece tells its own unique story 

and each story, in turn, weaves itself into the evolving narrative of craft and design in 

contemporary Paraguay.

–Yanina Aubrey,  fashion curator
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1. Tyvyta (Eyebrow | Cejas)
Jara’s pieces explore the multidimensional aspects of the Ñandutí lace, 

attempting to deconstruct its motifs and experiment with the curvature of the 

Ñandutí’s structure. In her work, she takes these patterns apart and rebuilds 

them in threads with the use of laser cutting techniques. �is tulle dress features 

a �tted, handcrafted bodice and voluminous skirt based on a Ñandutí stitch that 

makes use of semi-circular, eyebrow-shaped lines to create a wave-like e�ect.

2. Aguape (Water Lily | Camalote)
�is laser-cut leather cape with a silk crepe bodice was inspired by a 

Ñandutí pattern that evokes a waterfall, using repetition and gradation to 

create movement. �e use of contrasting materials such as silk and leather 

within the same piece create a thoughtful play between strength and delicacy. 

Iciar Bravo
3. Hundred and One Folds
Bravo’s work takes elements from the geometry of the Ñandutí’s structure, 

eliminating curves and playing with its straight lines through the use of folding, 

shaping and complex pattern cutting techniques. �is three-piece suit continues 

Bravo’s exploration of the geometric structure of Ñandutí and aims to create 

contrasting textures, both at a visual and tactile level.

Astrid Poletti
4. Anat (Shoulderpads | Hombreras)
Poletti uses the Ñandutí’s shape as the core of her sterling silver �ligree pieces, 

all of which take its cue from her signature themes of femininity and sensuality. 

Each piece is a “body installation” that emphasizes the female shape. 
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5. Sarinda 
Ferres’ work explores the sensations of being enveloped by spider webs. She 

takes elements from the Ñandutí’s construction and plays with volume by 

draping and using pleats to achieve the e�ect of layers upon the body and an 

almost otherworldly, ethereal beauty. �is dress, named for an ant-like spider 

found in South America, also explores the wave-like progression found in the 

design of the Ñandutí lace.

6. Neonella 
Neonella is the spider genus of the Salticidae family - the Jumping Spider. �is 

bi-color, pleated dress explores the theme of metamorphosis, as the wearer - in 

nude - is taken over by the spider’s black web.
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Ñandutí: Beyond the Layers, 2016
Fashion installation and graphic video display

Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse in�uences 

that converge in Paraguay's contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation that these four young designers aim 

to showcase here, through their personal exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which is not only still 

handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan craft tradition.

�ese designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while also examining its symbolic dimension. �ey have done so 

by studying the Ñandutí's geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic signi�cance, and each designer has chosen to focus on a di�erent element. Hence, 

collectively highlighting their own preoccupations with design, aesthetics and the world at-large. 
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Bravo’s exploration of the geometric structure of Ñandutí and aims to create 

contrasting textures, both at a visual and tactile level.
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Poletti uses the Ñandutí’s shape as the core of her sterling silver �ligree pieces, 

all of which take its cue from her signature themes of femininity and sensuality. 

Each piece is a “body installation” that emphasizes the female shape. 

Lucia Ferres
5. Sarinda 
Ferres’ work explores the sensations of being enveloped by spider webs. She 

takes elements from the Ñandutí’s construction and plays with volume by 

draping and using pleats to achieve the e�ect of layers upon the body and an 

almost otherworldly, ethereal beauty. �is dress, named for an ant-like spider 

found in South America, also explores the wave-like progression found in the 

design of the Ñandutí lace.

6. Neonella 
Neonella is the spider genus of the Salticidae family - the Jumping Spider. �is 

bi-color, pleated dress explores the theme of metamorphosis, as the wearer - in 

nude - is taken over by the spider’s black web.
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Ñandutí: Beyond the Layers, 2016
Fashion installation and graphic video display

Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse in�uences 

that converge in Paraguay's contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation that these four young designers aim 

to showcase here, through their personal exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which is not only still 

handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan craft tradition.

�ese designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while also examining its symbolic dimension. �ey have done so 

by studying the Ñandutí's geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic signi�cance, and each designer has chosen to focus on a di�erent element. Hence, 
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1. Tyvyta (Eyebrow | Cejas)
Jara’s pieces explore the multidimensional aspects of the Ñandutí lace, 

attempting to deconstruct its motifs and experiment with the curvature of the 

Ñandutí’s structure. In her work, she takes these patterns apart and rebuilds 

them in threads with the use of laser cutting techniques. �is tulle dress features 
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Each piece is a “body installation” that emphasizes the female shape. 
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Ferres’ work explores the sensations of being enveloped by spider webs. She 

takes elements from the Ñandutí’s construction and plays with volume by 

draping and using pleats to achieve the e�ect of layers upon the body and an 

almost otherworldly, ethereal beauty. �is dress, named for an ant-like spider 

found in South America, also explores the wave-like progression found in the 

design of the Ñandutí lace.

6. Neonella 
Neonella is the spider genus of the Salticidae family - the Jumping Spider. �is 

bi-color, pleated dress explores the theme of metamorphosis, as the wearer - in 

nude - is taken over by the spider’s black web.
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Yanina Aubrey (Fashion Curator)
Ñandutí: Beyond the Layers, 2016
Fashion installation and graphic video display

Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse in�uences 

that converge in Paraguay's contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation that these four young designers aim 

to showcase here, through their personal exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which is not only still 

handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan craft tradition.

�ese designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while also examining its symbolic dimension. �ey have done so 

by studying the Ñandutí's geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic signi�cance, and each designer has chosen to focus on a di�erent element. Hence, 

collectively highlighting their own preoccupations with design, aesthetics and the world at-large. 

�e di�erent pieces selected here take us into an intimate journey inside Paraguay’s craft tradition and its design future. A journey where each piece 

tells its own unique story and each story, in turn, weaves itself into the evolving narrative of craft and design in contemporary Paraguay.

-Yanina Aubrey
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1. Tyvyta (Eyebrow | Cejas)
Jara’s pieces explore the multidimensional aspects of the Ñandutí lace, 

attempting to deconstruct its motifs and experiment with the curvature of the 

Ñandutí’s structure. In her work, she takes these patterns apart and rebuilds 

them in threads with the use of laser cutting techniques. �is tulle dress features 

a �tted, handcrafted bodice and voluminous skirt based on a Ñandutí stitch that 

makes use of semi-circular, eyebrow-shaped lines to create a wave-like e�ect.

2. Aguape (Water Lily | Camalote)
�is laser-cut leather cape with a silk crepe bodice was inspired by a 

Ñandutí pattern that evokes a waterfall, using repetition and gradation to 

create movement. �e use of contrasting materials such as silk and leather 

within the same piece create a thoughtful play between strength and delicacy. 

Iciar Bravo
3. Hundred and One Folds
Bravo’s work takes elements from the geometry of the Ñandutí’s structure, 

eliminating curves and playing with its straight lines through the use of folding, 

shaping and complex pattern cutting techniques. �is three-piece suit continues 

Bravo’s exploration of the geometric structure of Ñandutí and aims to create 

contrasting textures, both at a visual and tactile level.

Astrid Poletti
4. Anat (Shoulderpads | Hombreras)
Poletti uses the Ñandutí’s shape as the core of her sterling silver �ligree pieces, 

all of which take its cue from her signature themes of femininity and sensuality. 

Each piece is a “body installation” that emphasizes the female shape. 

Lucia Ferres
5. Sarinda 
Ferres’ work explores the sensations of being enveloped by spider webs. She 

takes elements from the Ñandutí’s construction and plays with volume by 

draping and using pleats to achieve the e�ect of layers upon the body and an 

almost otherworldly, ethereal beauty. �is dress, named for an ant-like spider 

found in South America, also explores the wave-like progression found in the 

design of the Ñandutí lace.

6. Neonella 
Neonella is the spider genus of the Salticidae family - the Jumping Spider. �is 

bi-color, pleated dress explores the theme of metamorphosis, as the wearer - in 

nude - is taken over by the spider’s black web.

from front to back

Fashion Design   Diseño de moda   Ta´angahai ñemonde âgagua rehegua

Yanina Aubrey (Fashion Curator)
Ñandutí: Beyond the Layers, 2016
Fashion installation and graphic video display

Paraguayan identity is complex and multi-layered and this installation of four emerging fashion designers aims to showcase the diverse in�uences 

that converge in Paraguay's contemporary cultural milieu. It is precisely this diversity and ongoing transformation that these four young designers aim 

to showcase here, through their personal exploration of a traditional lace called Ñandutí (normally translated as spider web), which is not only still 

handcrafted locally, but that has become emblematic of the Paraguayan craft tradition.

�ese designs are, in fact, a re-imagination of this lace beyond its traditional forms while also examining its symbolic dimension. �ey have done so 

by studying the Ñandutí's geometry, structure, texture, and semiotic signi�cance, and each designer has chosen to focus on a di�erent element. Hence, 

collectively highlighting their own preoccupations with design, aesthetics and the world at-large. 

�e di�erent pieces selected here take us into an intimate journey inside Paraguay’s craft tradition and its design future. A journey where each piece 

tells its own unique story and each story, in turn, weaves itself into the evolving narrative of craft and design in contemporary Paraguay.

-Yanina Aubrey

Fashion Design  Diseño de moda  Ta’angahai ñemonde âgagua rehegua
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Natalia Bobadilla Rolón y 
Talia Saguier Cuquejo
Quantum, 2015
Car model, photography of prototype car, and concept artwork

Natalia Bobadilla Rolón y Talia Saguier Cuquejo, two young female 

entrepreneurs and industrial designers, made this concept car and produced a 

working prototype. Women working in transportation design is very rare, 

worldwide. �is is remarkable as women are usually relegated to interior 

design aspects of transportation design such as fabric and dashboard �nishes 

and have less oppurtunity to work on the exterior or mechanics of cars. �is 

three-wheeled, electric concept car is designed to be used by a single 

passenger for commutes for a range of 27.5 miles on a single charge. While 

this is meant solely to be a commuter vehicle, the team has calculated that 

each unit, if mass produced, would cost between $3,000 - $4,000 – making 

it a cheaper and greener form of getting to and from work in cities.

Transportation Design   Diseño de transporte   Ta´angahai  jereraha reheguaTransportation Design  Diseño de transporte  Ta’angahai jereraha rehegua



Fine Art  Bellas Artes  Tembiapo porângue

Casarino is garnering more and more international recognition and was 

recently featured in the New York Times Magazine. Her body of work acts to 

complicate our representation of the human form and deconstructs the 

body through all of its various social, political, and personal lenses. Often this 

analysis is accomplished through the missing or vanished human form 

and we are left with the vestiges of the context from where the person once was. 

Here, we have two examples of her work. �e photographic series, Inside, 

examines the social and domestic role of women by disembodying the 

central �gure and replacing her with the image from the following photograph. 

Such a representation acts to examine the women’s sense of place – both 

physically and temporally.

Casarino’s textile installation, Puente Kyha, recon�gures traditional ao po’i dresses 

and crafts them into suspended bridges. Again, the human form is absent – the 

shells of which have become these bridges. �is work is accompanied by a poem 

by Paraguayan poet Lia Colombino and again examines the role of women in 

society from a perspective that draws on indigenous and traditional thinking as 

well as woman’s relationship to nature.

Claudia Casarino
Inside, 2003
Digital photography

Puente Kyha, 2015
Ao po’i dresses installation

Fine Art   Bellas Artes   Tembiapo porângue



Fashion Photography   Fotografía de moda   Ta´anga ñemonde âgagua rehegua

Negib Giha
Ñandú: �e Cycle of the Spider, 2015
Digital photography

Giha, born in Peru but raised in Asuncion, is an emerging talent in Paraguay in 

the fashion and advertising photography industry. Unlike its �ne art 

counterpart, this photographic form aims to celebrate a speci�c object or focal 

point and, quite often, visually enhances it in the process. 

Giha’s series, like the fashion on display, celebrates the ñanduti – Guarani for 

“spider web” and the lacework it inspired. It speaks to the legend of the 

indigenous women’s appropriation and inspiration from the jungle’s spider 

webs. Here, we continue to feel the Paraguayan sense of connection between 

traditional looming and lacework and contemporary fashion and textiles. 

Fashion Photography  Fotografía de moda  Ta’anga ñemonde âgagua rehegua



LPZ
Untitled, 2016
Digital music and sounds from the streets of Asuncion

Formed in 2008, LPZ is a DJ and digital music trio comprised of Cosmo 

Lopez, P. Lopez, and Octavio. �e group is rising fast on the European music 

scene and are playing across that continent. In 2015, their success led them to 

create a record label of the same name.

�e soundscapes presented here were created for this exhibition. �ese ambient 

tracks are comprised of original music combined with sound samples from the 

Asuncion streetscape. �is technique is a synthesis of a truly international and 

universal style of digital music combined with the unique contributions of 

Paraguayan everyday life.

Sound Design   Diseño de sonido   Ta´angahai pu reheguaSound Design  Diseño de sonido  Ta’angahai pu rehegua



Marcelo Martinessi
El Baldío (Wasteland), 2013
Film, 9:07

Marcelo Martinessi is a �lm and television director and screenwriter best known 

for his short �lms. La voz perdida (�e Lost Voice), won last year’s award for 

Best Short Film at the Venice Biennale. Martinessi’s most recent artistic works 

challenge Paraguay’s turbulent history and explore social and individual 

identity by giving voice to the seemingly voiceless. 

El Baldío addresses collective feelings of angst, fear, and resilience. While the 

�lm is predominantly comprised of a man dragging a body through the forest – 

appearantly to dump it – the viewer embarks on a journey of discovery and a 

complex evolution of emotions from fear to sympathy to hope. 

Film   Cinematografía   Ta´angamyiFilm  Cinematografía  Ta’angamyi



left to right

1. NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.)

2. Hermana (Sister)

3. Chicos Beisbol (Baseball Boys)

4. Uncho

5. Fuji

Ricardo Nagaoka is an emerging photographer Japanese-Paraguayan descent. 

�roughout the mid-19th Century, the migration of Japanese to South 

America began largely in Brazil. From there, Japanese communities grew in 

many of the surrounding countries. While they live mostly in urban 

centers throughout South America, the community in Paraguay has remained 

largely rural and agrarian. 

According to Nagaoka, the community has, in many ways, preserved their 

culture and established a seemingly parallel society with its own schools, 

religious institutions, and infrastructure. �ese images challenge that separation. 

�e landscape and buildings in these images may as well be in Japan; however, 

they are, in fact, in Paraguay. Nagaoka’s work simultaneously explores notions of 

otherness and sameness and question our perception of Paraguayan society. 

Nagaoka states that these works document the community as they “undergo a 

generational transition - a meditation of cultural delineations, historical 

frameworks, and the e�ects of rapid globalization.” 

Ricardo Nagaoka
A Distant Land series, 2015
Digital photographic prints

6. Pirapó

7. Hoja en agua (Leaf in Water)

8. Campo (Countryside)

9. Ambulancia (Ambulance)

Photography   Fotografía   Ta´angaPhotography  Fotografía  Ta’anga



Po Paraguay
Po and Pu, 2015
3D-printed prosthetic hand

Po Paraguay is a startup company that makes 3D-printed prosthetic hands with 

an “attitude.” Less than 1% of people with upper-limb amputations receive a 

prosthetic and Po was created to meet this unmet demand. Using 3D printing 

technology, Po can produce 100 hand prosthetics for the price of a single 

traditional one. �e company is focused on delivering to youth, and have 

embraced a highly visible aesthetic to promote pride and provide a customizable 

experience. Po was founded and continues to grow through crowd-funding 

campaigns and donations. 

         Pu, on display here, is a Po attachment and was created in partnership with 

Sonidos de la Tierra, the creators of the musical instruments on display in this 

gallery. Pu assists users in playing musical instruments such as guitars and violins 

and provides the oppurtunity for amputees to play music again.

Industrial Design   Diseño industrial   Ta´angahai apopyreIndustrial Design  Diseño industrial  Ta’angahai apopyre



Sonidos de la Tierra
H2O Double Bass, Cello, Clarinet, Tamborine, and Maracas, 2014-16
Plastic bottles, drums, & pipes; hand-carved wood; horn; & seeds

Since 2002, Sonidos de la Tierra, a non-pro�t organization, has been engaged 

in innovative initiatives to provide direct access to musical education to more 

than 18,000 low-income Paraguayan students. In 2014, they created the H2O 

Orchestra to raise awareness of water use sustainability through youth 

orchestras. As of today, 2,200 students have participated in the H2O series.

To further its mission of promoting both musical education and water 

conservation, the program works with youth in over 44 communities to 

produce instruments from recycled, water-related objects. While constructed 

from non-traditional sources, these instruments are used to produce music 

practically indistinguishable from that of traditional instruments.

Instrument Design   Diseño de instrumentos   Ta´angahai tembiporu reheguaInstrument Design  Diseño de instrumentos  Ta’angahai tembiporu rehegua



Juanma Teixido
What is Design?, 2008
Poster

Graphic design represents the art of communicating through the fusion of 

graphic elements and imagery in a comprehensive and meaningful way. �ese 

designers can work on graphics and layouts for advertisments, books, magazines, 

websites, packaging, and even products. In 2015, graphic design produced $56 

billion in revenue worldwide.

Juanma Teixido’s What is Design? poster is the winning entry in a contest 

presented in 2008 by design software giant, Adobe. �e poster encapsulates 

Teixido’s understanding of design and its role in society – as well as its potential 

pro�tability. Teixido and his agency work out of Asuncion and have developed 

brands and graphics for many local and international organizations. 

Graphic Design   Diseño grá�co   Ta´angahaiGraphic Design  Diseño gráfico  Ta’angahai
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